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Exodus of 'Mineral Rights' from 
South Africa~ Mineral Law* 
• BascQ on an earlier 
commentarY on the Mineral 
Development Draft Bill 2000 
entitled 'Mincml Rights; Year 
Zero Comm.cth?' • published in 
[2000] Obiter 119. Owing to 
the substantial revision of the 
Minerals and Pctrolcwn 
Resources J)cvelopment Act 
28 of2002,.a new 
commentary is justified. 
11lis artielc:was. however. 
submitted before 
commencement of tho said 
Act. The Mining Titles Act 16 
of 1967 bas also been 
amended by Act 24 of2004 to 
make provi,ion for registration 
of mmeral and petroleum 
titles. The Minl.'lJ'al and 
Petroleum. Royalty Bm has 
not yet beeD finalised. 
Aceording ~ Mr T Manuel 
during his Budget Speech in 
Parliament bn 18 Fcbnwy 
2004, the charging of statutory 
royalties wlll only take place 
from 2009,:at the expiry ofth.e 
transitional'pcriod for the 
conversion pf so-called 'old 
order rights' in to new order 
rights twww.sats.gov~ 
pp22-23). 
By P J Badenhorstt 
Transformation of the mineral law system as part of the new political 
dispensation in South Africa has long been foreseen. Subsequent to 
a Green and White Paper, as policy documents, the Department of 
Minerals and Energy published a Mineral Development Draft 8il12000 
for public comment. This eventually culminated in the acceptance by 
Parliament of the Minerals and Petroleum Resources Development 
Act 28 of 2002, which came into operation on 1 May 2004. The Act 
will transform thE! mineral law system and the mining industry in" 
general. In this article the phaSing-out by the Act of the historical 
notion of 'mineral right' is examined. It is argue..d that the Act will lead 
to an exodus of the notion of mineral rights and will replace It with 
less secure prospecting rights and mining rights which, albeit real in 
nature~ will depend on compliance with provisions of the Act and the 
exercise of discre.Von by the Minister. 
Introduction 
With the dawn of a new political dispensation in the 1990s in South 
Africa, transfo~tion of the mineral law system was foreseen. 1 As 
part of the political process the Afriean National Congress (ANC) 
released its draft Al~C Mineral and Energy Discussion Document 
during November 1994. In 1998, having consulted with interest 
groups, the new ANc Government released a Green "Paperl and White 
Papef: MineralS" and Mining Policy for South Africa. A Mineral 
t'P 1 B~enho~"t BLC LLB (PIct) LLM (Wits) LLM (Yale) Ll.D (Prct) is );1TOfcssor of Law, University of Port 
Elizabeth; South Africa, and legal consultant at Bowman Gilfillan. He can be contacted bye-mail at 
pj.badcnhorst@upe.ac.za. . 
1 BadenhoISt, Die Juridlese Be .. 'Vegdheid om Minerale te Ontgin ill die Suid-Af":1caan.se ~~g (1992) (LLD ~esl~ 
UP), pp 311-312; and Badtmhon,l, Van dcrVyv~r and Van Heerlkn, 'Proposed Nationallsauons ofMineml RIghts 10 
Sou2hAfiica' (1994) 12 JERL 287. 
2 See further Badenhorst, 'A Few Preliminary Comments On tho :Mincral Law Ai.-pects of: A Green Pap"'T On a 
Minerals and Mining Policy for SouthAfiica, 1997' [1998] Obiter 143; and Dale [1997] AnnuaL Survey 356. 
3 Gene Notice 2359 GG 19344 of20 OctobLor 1998. The White Paper is substantially the same as t.bc Grt'Cn 
Papc:r. See Dale [1998}AmlllQ/ SunI,,, 366-368. 
Development Draft Bill 2000" was published for public comment. 
Thc constitutionality ofthe proposed Bill was questioned in the light 
of either the property clause in section 25 of the Constitution of 
19965 or the general limitation clause, read with section 25(8) of 
the Constitution.6 A substantially revised Mineral and Petroleum. 
Rcsources Development Act 28 of 2002 ('the Act') was approved 
by Parliament and came into operation on 1 May 2004'. 
This article will tocus on the impact of the Act on the notion of 
mineral rights in the mineral law system. A brief overview of the 
nature, content and characteristics of mineral rights'will first be given 
to enable a comparison with the new order advocated by the Act 
Related rights, such as prospecting rights and mining rights, will 
also briefly be touched on. In addition, the transitional provisions 
between the old and new order will be examined. 
Existing order: ancien I!"Cgime"! 
A mincral right may be defined as a limited real right that entitles its 
holder to go on the land to which the mineral right relaics and prospc(..1 
for minerals and, if minerals are found, to mine the minerals and to 
dlspose thereof.8 
The tremendous development of mining in Sou~ Africa after the 
discovery of diamonds and gold in the 19th centurr created the need 
for the recognition of an independent mineral right, which would 
provide sufficient security of tenure for mining companies.9 The idea 
of the possibi1ity of separating minercd rights from ownership of land 
was attributed to the British practice in the Cape Colony of granting 
Crown land to subjects, subject to a reservation of mineral rights in 
favour of the Crown. 10 The practice of separate rcgistrdtion of mineral 
rights had come to be recognised in the Trcmsvaallong'before 1925.11 
Innes CJ, when confronted in Lazarus and Jackson v Wessels, Oliver 
and the Coronation Freehold Estates, Town, and Mines. LuI'l with 
the theoretical problem of identifying and classifying mineral rights, 
confessed to having at first experienced considerable' difficulty 'in 
finding an appropriate juristic niche in which to place this right'. 13 
The reluctance of Judge Innes was ascribed to the perceived pecu-
1iarit of the notion of mineral rights to South Africa 14 and the absence 
of such a concept in Roman-Dutch law. 15 Recognition of the notion 
'of a mineral right may be found in the conciJia of Paul de Castro,16 a 
medieval scholar, but this did not have an impact on South Africa:iJ. 
4GG 21840 
Dec 2000 (lu,,'I'C 
to as 'the first I 
5 The Coru;a 
Republic of SOl 
ofl996. 
6 Badenhors1 
'Thl:: constitutic 
Mineral Devclo 
Bill' [200111"8. 
[2001] TSAR 7 
who argued tha 
unconstitutiona 
of respects, 
1 Proclamati 
GOVlo'11llD.ent Go 
or23 Apri1200 
8 Van Vuren 
Deeds 1907 TS 
295; Rocher v J 
Deed.'l 1911 TP 
& parte Piera. 
628 (e) at 634( 
Afrikander Pro. 
Ltd19761 SA 
956E; Trojan E 
{Piy)LtdvRus 
Platinum Mine. 
SA 499 (A) at : 
anil Kaplan, Th 
Mineral Laws ( 
(1982), p 7; am 
An ilrtroductiol 
Mineralmghts 
9VandcrMI 
(2nd~ 1989: 
10 Ibid. 
11 Troja}l EX} 
(Ply) Ltd v R1Ist. 
Pkltinum MUles 
at509C·D. 
121903 TS4~ 
13 Ibid at SIO 
14 Unknown to the South African courts. similar developments of the notion ofmincral rights took pi 
-Louisiana law. See further Badenhon;t, 'A Few Fundamental Aspects of Louisiana Mineral Law' [1993J 
and 'Mineral Rights Under Louisiana Law' [1993] De Jure 297. 
15 Se~ Trojan Exploration Co (Ply) Ltd v Rustelz/Jurg Platinum Mines Ltd, .~upra n 8 at 509E; Viljot:n, 
and Dulles o/the Ho/derofMinc.'l"ai Rights (1975) (LLD thcsis. Leidcn). pp 1·12; Van derMerwe. suJ11" 
16 Consiliorum~ sive Responsonmz voh; I and U Venetiis 1671 as discussed by Dc Boer. De w"uuzing v 
in het Rom(.Jjnse Recht, De Middeleeuwse Jurid~'cJze Litt,Ta/Uur en bet Frame Recht tot 1810 (1978). pp 
175 and 269·270. . 
17 BadL"IIhors~ 'Trojan 
logy: m Mineral Rigpts 
I Mineral Rights Lawj 
"991 S~ll LR 96 at 97.-99; 
I Mineral Rights. supra D 8 
.-2. Paul De Cai.1ro had 
~y recognised the notion 
]. minL'IBl right (ius 
'ienthj as a p"'ISODaI. 
vitude or a sui generis 
It Sec further. BadeIlhorst 
=99] Stell LR 99-100;'and 
.,eral Rights. supra D:8 at I-
) 1-7 and authorities cited. 
l8 See furtb.cr Badonhorst, 
.assi:6kasie en Kenmerke 
l Minetaalregte' [1994] 
:RI1R.34. 
19 Badenhorst, Mmer.ai 
;US, supra n 8 at 2-6 and 
horitics cited. 
!O Lazarus and Jaclaon v 
Jsels, Olivel' and I 
ronation Freehold Estates, 
lin and Minf!S Ltd, supra 
common law.17 During the second half of the 19th century within the 
broader framework of property law, the notion of a mineral right 
developed on home ground through case law and legislation. IS 
It has always been accepted that mineral rights are limited real 
rights. 19 Mineral rights have traditionally been classified as quasi-
servitudes,20 personal quasi~servitudcs21 and real rights analogous to 
a servitudeP Alternatively, mineral rights have also been classified 
as real rights sui gen~ris.23 In Troja.n Exploration Co (Pty) Ltd v 
Rustenburg Platinum Mines LtrJl4 Schutz JA accepted that the label 
of quasi-servitudes had remained, because mineral rights did not 
exactly" fit into the 1rc:tditi~nal classification of servitudes.2S The 
concept of a servitude as a limited real right provided a necessary 
vehicle for the development of the concept of mineral rights.26 
The concept of a mine~ right had developed against the back-
ground of a fundamental ppnciple of the law of property, namely 
that the owner of the land is the owner (dominus) ofthe whole of the 
land, including the air space above it and everything below it.Z1 The 
consequences of this fundamental principle of property law are the 
following28: 
(a) the owner of the land is ;the owner of all the minerals in it, 29 until 
the minerals are extracted or sepm:ated from the land30; 
2 at 499; Van Yiuen II R''gi.drar of Deeds, supra n 8 at 294; Rocher v Registrar of Deeds, .\71pra n 8 at 316; Webb v 
nrer InvClStmonts (pty) Ltd 19541 SA 13 (T) at2SA; Ex Parte Marchini 1964 1 SA 147 (l) at 151B-C; Nolte,.. 
rannesburg Consolitlated lnvestmc.'nt Co Ltd 1943 AD 295 at 307; South African Railways and Harbours v 
!11SVaal Consolidatedl,and and Exploration Co Ltd 1961 2 SA 467 (A) at 481 O-H; Du. Preez v Beyers 1989 1 SA 
) (I) at 3240; and see also Coro1ltllion Collieries v Malan 1911 TPD 577 at 591. 
! I Webb v Beaver 11ll1~tments, supra it 20 at 25B; Ex parte Marchini, supra n 20 at 150G; Mangane.'te Corporation 
I v South African Manganese Ltd 1964 2 SA 185 (WLD) at 189A; JOHQrdon Investment (Ply) Ltd v De Aar 
vzkwinkel (Etlms) Bpk 1969 2 SA 117 (C) at 1260; and see abo Aussenkjer Diallllllue (Pty) Ltd v Namer. (Pty) Ltd 
~O 3 SA 896 (SWA) at 902e-903B. 
!2 Witbank Colliery ~td,.. Malan" Coronation and Colliery Co Ltd. 191 0 TPD 667. 
!3 Ex parte Pierce. slIP,a n 8 at 634D; Erasmus v AfrikmuJer Proprietary Mwf!S Ltd. supra n 8 at 324G-H; and 
!X" Mmes Ltd v Adlninistrator. Transvaal 1986 4 SA (T) at 590~. Dogmatically. this approach is preferred 
tdenbOlSt, Mineral Rights. supra D 8 at 2-11 to 2-14). Sec, however, Joubert, • Die Rcgtc op Minerdle' [1959] 
JUlR 27 at 31; F~lin and Kaplan, M"merai Laws, supra n 8 at 14; and Dale, An llb'turical and Comparative 
dy of the ConceptojAcquisition o/Mineral Rights (1979) (LLD thesis, Un;sa), pp 104-105. St:esupra n 17. 
!4 Supra n 8 at 5091. " 
!5 See, however, Comrie J in Rand Mines Ltd,.. President of the R$A 19963 SA 425 (BSC) at 432J: 'I am not 
isfied. with respect, that it is appropriate generally to intCIpIet resen'ations of minCI"dl rights as though they were 
vitudes.' See further MinisterofLandAJloirs v Rand Mines Ltd 19984 SA 303 (SCA) at 4231-J. 
Ui Badenhorst, Mineral Rights, supra n 8 at 1-15 eI seq. 
!7 Badcnhorst, ibid at 1-12. This principle is derived from the maxim c:ui"ll.'t ~·t solum eiu.'t est usque ad coelum et 
inferos (which is atb:ibllb=d to the 12th.-centUIy glossator. Accursi1:JS) and fonns part of South African law: London 
1 SA. Exploration Co y RouJiot (1891) 8 SC 74 at 90; Rocher v Registrar of Deeds, supra n 20 at 315; Franklin and 
plan., M"meral Laws, supra n 8 at 4; Dale, M"Uleral Rights. supra n 23 at 76; Cowen, New patu.'Tns of and 
l./.j·istency in capitalization landownership - The transformation of the concx.'pt of owner.\-hip as plwza il! re pot03tas 
)ntinuing u..-gaI Edu~tion, Wits, 1984), pp 54-57; Pienaar, ~Legal Aspects of Private Airspace Devt:lopmcnt' 
187] Cn.SA 94 at 100; and "Drie-dimcnsioncle Regn;tmsic van Onrocrendc Goal - 'n Lugkastcel?' [1989] De Jure 
7 at2S9. 
~8 Badenhorst. M"me1'alRights, supra n 8 at 1-13 to 1-14. 
?9 Rocher Y RegisuQI' of Deed, supra n 20 at 315; Natal Cambrian Collieri~ v Durban Navigatiunal Collieries 
r 46 (1925) NPD 27 at 32; Union Govertzmeilt (M"U'lister 0/ IWlways and Harbours) v Marais 1920 AD 240 at 246; 
ebe v Registrar olMming Rights 1902 TS 65 at 85; Gluckman v SrJlomon 1921 TPD 335 at 338; and OderuJaahrus 
ld, Generallnves~ and Extensions Ltd y Registrar of Deeth 1953 1 SA 600 (0) at 604B. 
m Van Vuren y Registrar ofDeetb, supra n 8 at 259; and Oden;tlaoJsrus Gold, General invel!.1:ments and ExtensiofL.'t 
, v Registrar 0/ Deetb. supra n 29 at 604B. 
(b) transfer of ownership of minerals not yet severed from the land 
is impossible3 l ; 
(c) horizontal layers of the land and of the minerdls in them cannot 
be separately owned32; 
(d) the holder of mineral rights is only entitled to extract minerals 
from the vertical block linderlying the surface of the inllnovable 
property, as demarcated33; 
(e) once the minerals have been separdted, they become movable 
things and form the subject of separate ownership34; and 
(f) mineral rights may, however, be separated from the owner-
ship of land at any time prior to severing the minerals thcm-
selves.35 
A mineral right has as its content the following entitlements36: 
(a) mineral exploitation, which entails the entitlement to use the land 
for purposes of the exploitation of minerals to which the mineraI 
rights relate. The entitlement includes the following: (i) the 
entitlement to enter on the land for purposes of prospecting for 
and mining of minerals; (ii) the entitlement to prospect for 
minerals; and (iii) the entitlement to mine the mincrals37; 
(b) disposition, which entails the entitlement to decide what may 
and what may not be done on the land for purposes of the 
exploitation of mineral~; 
(e) alienation, which entails the entitlement to cede the mineml rights 
in respect of the land to another person; 
(d) encumbrance, which entails the entitlement to grant a'limited 
real right (such as a usufruct, mortgage bond or a mineraI lease) 
with regard to the mineral right; 
( e) resistance, which entails thc entitlement to resist any unlawful 
interference with the exercise of the mineral right; 
(f) ancillary entitlcments, which entails all other entitlements that 
are directly necessary to the enjoyment of the mineral right;38 
and 
(g) reversionary entitlement, 39 that is, the entitlement to regain any 
of the above entitlements40 if they have been transferred for a 
fixed period and the period has lapsed or terminated, or the 
entitlement to cxcrcise an entitlement which has been restricted, 
after removal of the restriction.41 
The following characteristics of mineral rights may be distinguished42: 
(a) Mineral rights confer limited control over property, because only 
entitlements of mineral exploitation may be exercised 
(b) The exercise of the entitlements of mineral exploitation by the 
holder of a mineral right may be suspended by the granting of a 
limited rea] right in respect of mineral rights. 
31 J..e Roux v Luewenthab 
1905 TS 742 at 745; and D-.:i 
Mineral Rights, supra n 23 f 
82. 
32 Coronation COUierl<1S 
Malan, supra n 20 at 591; 
Dale, Mineral Righu, supra 
23 at 834; and Franklin ane 
Kaplan, Miner~1 Laws, ,"upl 
n8 atS. 
33 Dale. M"meral Rights, 
supra n 23 at 84. 
34 Trojan Exploration C( 
~·tenburg Platinum Mine.. 
Ltd, ~'1Ipra n 8 at 509J-510) 
Dale, Mineral Rights, SUP" 
n 23 at 79-81; Badcnhorst, 
'Mining of Mixed Minerals 
Trojan Exploration Cu (Ply, 
Ltd v DC Investments Ltd' 
[19951 TSAR 570 at 573-5: 
and 'Trojan Trilobry: I ' 
Competing Mineral Rights' 
[1998] Stell LR 143 at 147, 
150. ' 
35 Dale, Mineral Rights, 
supra n 23 at 88. 
36 Bad",nhorst, 'Miw .. ra1 ' 
Regie en Eiendomsrcg -
Skciding en Same::i'lJlelting' 
[1989] De Jure 379 at 390; 
Badcnhorst and Van HeerdJ 
'Bctckcnis Van di~ Woord 
Mincraal' [1989] TSAR 45 
459;B~t,'The 
Revcsting of Stab>held 
Entitlcmcn:ts to Exploit 
Minerals in South Africa: 
Privatisation or Dcrcgulatic 
[1991] TSAR 115; Badcnh 
and Rood£, 'Artikel 5(1) \"3 
die Mineraalwet 50 van 19 
'n Herfonnulering van die 
Gcmenereg?' [1995] THRI 
1 at 10; and Badenhorst, 
Mineral Rights, ~"Upra n 8 : 
14 to 2-16. 
37 Confirmed by s 5(1) I 
tht: Minl.-rals Act 50 of 199 
38 Hudson \I Mann 195C 
SA 485 (T) at 488; and T~ 
Exploration Co (Po/) Ltd 'Ii' 
Rustenburg Platu~ M'lIIe 
Ltd, 8upra n 8 at S20D-E. 
39 See in general Badenhorst, Die Juridiese Bt.'IIoegtiheid om Minerale te OntJ".rin, .<;upTa n 1 at 164-182. 
40 On registration of cession the reversionary entitlement is also transferred together with the other cntitll::menn 
41 The existence of Chis entitlem~nt explains why a mineral right, just like ownership, has the c~ristie of 
elasticity. 
42 Badcnhorst, M"uutral Rights, supra n 8 at 2-24 to 2-25. 
43 S~, for Wstancc, s 20 of 
thc Minta'als Act 50 of 1991. 
44 Trojan Exploration Co 
(Pry) Ltd" Rustenburg 
Platinam Mines Ltd, 'supra n 8 
at 5391; and see further Ncl, 
Prospekteerregte in die Suid-
Afrikaon.ve Mineratil- en 
Mynng (1994) (LLD thesis, 
Uuisa), pp 448-449. ; 
45 Section 16 of the Deeds 
Registries Act 47 of 1937. 
46 Section 5(1) ofthc 
Minerals Act. i 
47 Formalities in ierms of 
s 2(1) of the Alienation of 
LandAct 68 of 1981 must be 
complied with. ; 
48 Section 3(1) o:Cfthe 
General Law Amendment Act 
SO of 1956. An Wlderhand 
mint:ral lease is void.: Fuls v 
Leslie Chrome (Pty) Ltd 1962 
4 SA 784 (W) at 787A-B; 
Nortje v Pool NO 19663 SA 
96 (A) at IlIA 126-i27; 
Bell11ilk-Inry (EcIms) Bpk v 
Continenl4l China (Pty) Ltd.. 
19763 SA 583 (e) at 585H· 
5880; Roets v SecuRdior Sand 
BK 19891 SA 902 (T) at 
904G-H; Malan v Struuss 
19944 SA 179 (NC), at 189B-
F; sec Dale. 'Contracts 
Rclating to Prospecting and 
Mining' in Lowe et al, Elliot 
The South African Notary 
(1987), p 235; and B~OISt 
and Van Hecrden [1~89] 
TSAR 456-457 • 
49 On registration', 
respective real rights are 
created, namely a prospecting 
right and a mining right. In 
Vam" Vanadium SA Ltd v 
Regislraru[1Jeeds 0997 2 SA 
784 (1') at 7940 795I-J) it 
(c) Due to its elasticity, a mineral right expands to its original form 
on termination of the limited right. 
(d) Mineral rights are rigbts in respect of the property of someone 
else (iura in aliena) if the holder of mineral rights is not the 
owner of the land to· which the mineral rights relate. 
(c) Mineral rights seem to be rights in respect of your own property 
(iura in rei sua) if the holder of mineral rights is also the owner 
of land to which the mineral rights rc1ate. 
(f) The maxim nemini res sua servit (namely, nobody can constitute 
a servitude over his or her own property) does not apply to mineral 
rights. 
(g) Mineral rights are constituted in favour of the ho1der in his 
personal capacity. 
(h) Mineral rights are transferable. 
(i) Mineral rights may be alienated separately from the 1and to which 
they relate. 
G) Subject to statutory restrictions,43 mineral rights are divisible. 
(k) Mineral rights need not be exercised with the preservation of the 
substance of the land (salva rei substantia). 
(1) Mineral rights may themselves be the objects of other 1imited 
real rights such as uSufruct, mortgage and a mineral lease. 
(m) A titIe of mincral rights subsists in perpetuity. 
(n) Mineral rights continue to exist even ifthcre are no minerals in 
the land.44 
Mineral rights may be sold . and are ceded by registration of such 
cessions in the Deeds Office.45 Holders of mineral rights are entitled 
to prospect and mine for minerals.46 The right to prospect for minerals 
could be granted to another by means of a prospecting contract.47 
The right to mine could he granted to another by means of a notarial48 
mincrallease.49 Pro&'Pccting contracts50 and mineralle-ases51 may be 
registered in the Deeds Office.52 In order to exercise minerdl rights, 
prospecting rights or niining rights, it is necessary to obtain a 
prospecting permi"fl for:pro~ecting, or a mining authorisationS4 for 
mining, from the Regional Director of the Department of Minerals 
and Energy. In addition, an·environmental management progl'"dffime 
must be approved S5 . 
The novel concept of a mineral right with which Paul de Castro 
and Innes CJ were, respectively, confronted during the Middle Ages 
was, however. held that a prospecting contract registered in the Deeds Office docs Dot creat~ a n:al right See Dale 
[1996] AS 412 at 423424; and Ne~ ProspekJeerregte. ~-upra n 44: at 55 1-552~ See, however, franldin and Kaplan, 
Mineral Laws.1J1Ipra n 8 at 16-21; Badcohorst and Olivier. • Die Aard Van Regte Ingl.'Volgc 'n Prospt:kt~rkontrak· 
[1997] TSAR 583 at,586-589; and Badcnhorst, 'Mining and Minerals', Vol 18 LAWSA (original text by Franklin) 
1999 (first reissue) at 14-15. Before regisllation r"~1X-'Ctivc personal righU arc created. 
SO Section 3(1)(q) of the Dec..--ds RI..-gi.stricsActsupra. 
51 Slx.1ion 3(1)(m) and s 77(1) of the Deeds Registries Act supra. 
S2 See n 47 above. In terms of s 3(1) of tho General Law Amdndmcnt Act 50 of 1956 a mineral lease, n .. -gi.stcrcd. in 
the deeds otli~ is enforceable as against third parties. 
S3 Section 6(1) ofthc Minerals Act t.'Upra. 
54 Section 9(1) of the Minerals Act ~"Upra. 
55 Section 39(1) of the Minerals Act supra. 
.uAUJJU~ UI' lV.lJN.I::!1{AL JUGHTS· l1ROYl :SOUDI AFRICA.:'I" MINERAL LAW 
and in 1903 in the Lazaru.v and Jackson decision,56 is today a highly 
sophisticated and developed concept and as such fully integrated 
within the modern property \aw·sy~1em.57 
New order: the Act 
The Act will change the common law principles regarding mineral 
law (for instance the notion of a miner-ell right). It is prescribed by the 
Act that in so far as the common law is inconsistent with the Ac~ 
the Act will prevail. 58 The provisions of the common law that are 
changed by the Act are the following. 
Owners/lip of unsevered minerals 
The State is made the custodian of ' min end resources' for the benefit 
of all South Africans. S9 The heading of this section refers to 
'Custodianship of the nation's mineral resources' . In effect, ownership 
of minerals not yet severed from'the land is vested in the State. The 
word 'custodianship' as lL"Ied in the Aet is a misnomer in that what 
the Act proposes is not mere custodianship, but an actual vesting in 
the State.60 One of the objectives of the A('1: is to give cffect to the 
universally accepted right of the State to exercise sovereignty over 
all mineral rcsoUIces.61 The words 'custodianship' and 'sovereignty' 
are mutually exclusive.62 
Right to prospect and right to mille 
The State, acting through the Minister of Minerals and Energy, inter 
alia, has the right to grant prospecting rights and mining rights.63 
The right to prospect and the right to mine minerals are not expressly 
reserved for the State. It is achieved implicitly, insofar as such a right 
to prospect and the right to mine may legally only be granted if such 
right is vested in the grantor (nemo plus iuris ad alium transferre 
postcsl quam habet).64 As indicated before,6S the rights to prospect 
and mine were vested in the holders of mineral rights, prospecting 
rights or mining rights. To enable the State to grant the right to 
prospe('i or mine, an et lege transfer of these ri~ts must have preceded 
a granting of rights in terms of the Act (This is of course not applicable 
where the State itself is the holder of truneral rights.) 
The vesting of the right to prospect and mine by section 3(2)(a) of 
the Act should be seen against the background of prior mining 
legislation. The right of prospecting for natural oil and the right of 
mining for natural oil, precious metals and precious stones were (prior 
to the Minera1sAet 50 of 1991) vested in the State.66 This philosophy 
of vesting the right to prospect and mine certain minerals in the State 
can be traced back to Southern African legislation since 1871.67 The 
right of prospecting and mining for base minerals was vested in the 
holder of the right to base minerclls.6K The last-mentioned vesting by 
56 Supra. 
57 Badcnhorst., Millera 
RJghu', supra n 8 at 2 .. 13 ; 
2-14. 
58 Section 4(2). 
59 Scct:ioD.3(J); and sc: 
also s 2(b). 
60 Chamber of MiIws c 
South Africa, Memorandu 
to the Director-General: 
Minerals and Energy un tJ 
Draft Minerals Developm· 
Bill (2000), Part 3, chap 2 
paIa 2221 (ht:reafter cited 
as the 'Chamber's 
MemorandulIl'). 
61 Section 2(a). 
62 Chamber's 
Memorandum. Part 3, chal 
para 2222. . 
63 Section 3(2)(a). The 
equivalt.'D.t rights to pctrok 
arc not discussed in this 
article. 
64 Badenhorst [1998] 
Obiter 154. 
65 See heading 'Existinl 
order: ancien r~c?' sup. 
66 Section2(1)(a) of the 
Mining Rights Act 20 of 1 ~ 
and s 2 oftbc Precious Sto: 
Act 73 of 1964. 
67 Bam..'Dhorst., Mineral 
Rights, supra D 8 at 1-22 to 
24. 
68 Section 2(1)(b) of the 
Mining Rights Act ~YpTa •. 
69 BadeDborst, Mineral 
!;ghts. ~Ypra n 8 at 1-23. 
70 Kaplan and Dale, A. 
luide to the Minerals. Act. 
99/ (1992). pp 5-6. 
71 That is land not owned 
Iy the State. bllt subj~ to a 
escrvation of min~ rights 
n respect ofprec1.ous·mctals. 
lase minerals and precious 
.tones in favour of the State 
s I(i) ofthc Mining Rights 
\ct b-upra and s 1(ili) of the 
:-rccious Stones Act .!I;q,ra). 
72 Section 12(1) of the 
\tiDing Rights Act ~-uPrQ and 
; 5(1) of the Precious.Stones 
,"cL 
73 St:c1.ion 2 of the 
iesclVed Miru:ra1s 
Development Act 55 of 1926; 
md s 5(1) of1hc Prcclous 
Stones Act 44 of 1927. 
74 Ibid. 
75 Kaplan and Dale. 
Minerals Act, supra n 70 at 5; 
and Badenhorst and Roodt 
[1995] THRHR.4-8. 
76 Jbid. 
77 BadeDhoIs~ 'TIie 
R.evestin.g of Statc-h~ld 
Entitlements to Exploit 
Minerals in South AfP,ca: 
Privatisation or Deregulation"?" 
[1991] TSAR 113. 
78 Section 43 of the 
Minerals Act supra. Sec 
further Kaplan and Da1e, 
Millerals Act, supra D 70 at 
chap S. . 
79 Schedule II to ~e Act. 
See heading 'Tmnsitional 
provisions towards the new 
order' below. 
80 Section 3(2)(a). 
Other rights to minerals 
or petroleum will no.t be 
discussed in this article. 
81 Section 3(2)(b). 
82 Section 5(1). . 
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legislation since 189569 . was a confirmation of the common law 
position.7D In addition, the right to prospect precious metals, base 
minerals and precious stones on 'alicnated state land'7J were, prior. 
to the Minerals Act, rese~ed in favour of the owner of the land.'T2 
This type of reservation in favour of owners of land can be traced 
back to earlier lcgislation.13 
In terms of section 5(1) of the Minerals Act, 74 the vesting of the 
right to prospect natural oil and the right to mine natural oil, precious 
metals and precious stones were repealed and not rc-cnacted. The 
common law rights of holders of all mineral rights were therefore 
revived. 75 The effect of section 5(1) of the Minerals Act'6 was also 
explained within thc context of the privatisation of rights previously 
held by the State. T1 Owners of alienated state land were, in terms of 
transitional measures, p~o~ected and on compliance with certain 
provisions were deemed to be holders of mineral rights.78 
Viewed against the historical background of mining legislation, 
the vesting (or to some e~tent re-.vesting) ofthe right to prospect and 
mine 'minerals' in the S.tate is only possible by re-enactment and 
change of the common law. This would be achieved by section 3(2)(a) 
oftheAcL 
Mineral rights 
Except for the transitional arrangements in the Act, 79 the Act will 
tcnirlnate the notion cf and use of mineral rights. 
Prospel:ting rights and minillg rights 
The State, acting through.the Minister of Minerals and Energy, may 
grant, refuse, control, administer and manage prospecting rights, 
mining rights, mining pennits, retention permits and permission to 
remove and dispose of any mineral. 80 The Minister may, in consulta-
tion with the Minister of Finance, determine the fee and consideration 
payable for the granting of such rights.s1 
A prospecting right or mining right is a limited real right in respect 
of the mineral and the land to which such right relates.l!2 The content 
of a prospecting right and a mining right is circumscribed by the 
Act. 83 No person may prospcct or mine for any mineral without: 
83 A holder of a prospl::Cting right or a mining right may (a) enter the land to which such right rclatL'S lOgeilicr with 
his or her employees, and may bring onto the land any plant, machinery and equipment and build. construct and lay 
down any suxfacc or undergroWld infrastructure which may be required for the purposes of pruspecting or mining, 
as the case may be; (b) pro~-pect or mine. as the case may be. for his or her own account on or under the land for the 
mineral for which ~h right has been gmnt.ed; (c) remove and dispose of any such minL-raJ. found during the course 
ofprospectiDg or mining, as the case may be (in terms oCs 20(1) only such quantities ofrnineraIs may be removed 
that are a;qu.ired for; testing and analyses, otherwise the Minister's written permission must first be obtained in ll.,'nns 
ofs 20(2»; and (d) Subject to the National Water Act 36 of 1998:"'use water from any natllral spring,lakc, river or 
stream, situated on, or flowing through. the land or from any excavation previously made and used for prospecting 
or miDiog pu.rposes~or sink a well or borehole required for USc relating to prospecting or mining on the land; and 
(e) cmy out any other activity incidental to prospecting or mining operations which does not contravene the 
provisions of the ACt (8 5(3». A holder of a prospecting right or mining right is also entitled to other right.!; that 
may be gnmted to. acquired by or conferred under the Act or any other law (s 5(2». S= further, as 19(1) and 25(1). 
(a) a prospecting right or mining right, as the case may be; and {b} 
an approved environmental management plan or environmental 
~anagement programme.84 
Application for a prospecting right has to be lodged at the office 
of the Regional Manager ofthe Department of Minerals and Energy, 
in whose region the land is situated, in the prescribed manner with 
payment of a prescribed non-refundable application fee.lIs On non .. 
compliance with the requirements, the applicant has to be notified in 
writing within 14 days. RG On compliance with the requirements,87 the 
Regional Manager has to accept the application,88 make the 
application known to interested parties for their comments,89 instruct 
the applicant to submit an environmental management plan and to 
consult with interested and affected parties.90 If the prescribed 
requirementsYI are met, the Minister has to grant a prospecting right92 
A prospecting right is exercised subject to its prescribed terms and 
conditions.93 A prospecting right becomes effective on the date of 
approval of the environmental management plan.94 A prospecting 
right is valid for a specified period which may not exceed five years.95 
If a prospecting right is refused on non-compliance ~ith the 
rcquircmenlS,9G the Minister has to advise the applicant within 30 
days in writing and provide reasons for the decision." . 
A holder of a prospecting right acquires the exclusive right to apply 
for, and be granted on compliance with the provisions oftQ.eAct: 
(a) a renewal of the prospecting right; 
(b) a mining right; and 
(c) a right to dispose of minerals found during prospecting.98 
On appJication at the office of the Regional Manager and on com-
pliance with prescribed requircments99 a prospecting right has to be 
renewed by the Minister once, for a period not exceeding three years.lOO 
84 Section 5(4). Appre 
of an enviroomeDtal 
management plan takes f 
in t(..'IIDS of s 39(4). 
85 Section 16(1). 
86 Section 16(3). 
87 The rcquiremcnl~ 
are thc following: (a) the 
requirements in s 16(1) 
regarding, tlle place, man 
of application and payme 
of the fcc: s 16(2)(a); anC 
(b) no one may be holdin 
a prospecting right, miniI 
right, mining permit or 
retention permit for the s: 
mineral and land: s 16(2} 
88 See s 16(2). 
89 See s 10(1). The ret! 
manager has to refer 
objections to the gr".mting 
the prospecting right to tl: 
Regional Mining 
Development.and 
Environmental Committe 
coDSider the objections ar 
advise tht: Minister therec 
(810(2». 
90 SeI.: S 16(4). 
91 The requirements ar 
following: (a) the appncm 
has access to financial 
resourC'--'S and has tht: 
technical ability to condul 
the proposed prospecting 
operation optimally in 
accordance with the 
prospccting work progrm 
(b) the estimated expenditW'C iq compatible with the proposed pmspccting opcnltion and duration of the prospecti 
work programml::; (c) the prospecting will not r~"U1t in irreparable ponulio~ ecological degradation or damage to 
environment; (d) the applicant has the ability to comply with the rcle\o"3.nt provisions of the Mine Health and Safel 
Act 29 of 1996; and (e) the applicant is Dot in contrd.vcntion of any role'Vantprovision of the Act; (817(1). The 
Minister may, ba\oing regard to the type of min("'IaI, request the applicant to give effect to the objective to expand 
<?pportunitics fOr historically disadvantaged persODS to cot("T t.b.t: mineral mdustry and to benefit "from the nation's 
mineral resources: s (17(4). 
92 S(..'Ction 17(1). 
93 Section 17(6). 
94 Section 11(5). Approval of an cnvironm~ntal management programme takes plact) in terms of s 39(4). 
95 Section 17(6). 
96 SC'-"tion 17(2) 
97 Section 17(3). 
9K Section 19(1}. A permission to remove minerals is acqwred in terms of s 20(2). 
99 The application has to be lodged :in the prescnoed manner with the prescribed non~ndbndablt: application fe-
(s 18(1») and must: (a) state the pcriod for which the renewal is required; (b) be accompanied by a detailed report 
reflecting the prospecting: results, the intetprctation thereof and the prospecting expenditure incurred; (e) be 
accompanied by a report reflecting the extent of compliance with the requirement!; of the approved enviromncntal 
mana~'IDcnt pl8J4 the rehabilitation to be compIcted and the estimated. east thereof; and (d) include a d1.'1aill.'tl 
prospecting work programme for the renewal period (s 1 H(2». The holder of the prospe,,"ting right muSt have comJ: 
with the: (a) terms and conditions of the prospecting right and must not have contravened. any relevant provision 0: 
th.e Act; (b) prospecting work programme; and (c) requirements of the approved environmental management plan c 
18(3». 
100 Section 18(3), (4). 
101 Section 19(2)(a)(i) read 
with s 17(5). 
102 Section 19(2(a)(ii)rcad 
with s 18(3). 
103 Section 19(2)(b) n:ad 
with s 17(5). . 
104 Section 19(~)(c). 
105 Section 19(2)(d). 
106 Section 19(2)(e). 
107 Section 19(2)(t). 
108 Section 19(2)(g). 
109 Section 21(1)(a). 
110 Section 21(1)(b). 
S 21(2) prolubits die 
destruction of infonnation 
regarding prospecting. 
111 Section 22(1). 
112 Section 22(3). 
113 The require!l"-"Dts are 
the following: (a) an 
application that complies with 
s 22(1) regarding the place, 
manner of application and 
payment of a fee (,22(2)(a»; 
and (b) DO one may be holding 
a prospt..'Cting right, mining 
right, mining permit or 
retention permit for the same 
mineral and land (s 22(2)(b». 
114 Section 12(2}. 
115 Section 10(1). The 
regional manager bas to refer 
objections to the 8:ranting of 
the mining right to 1:lw 
Regional Mining Development 
and Environmental Committee 
to consider the objections and 
advise the Minister thlia'con (s 
10(2». I 
116 Section 22(4). 
A holder of a prospecting right has the duty to: 
(a) lodge the prospecting right for registTation at the Mining Titles 
Office within 30 days after approval of the environmental 
management plan 101 or grant of a renewal of a prospccting right 
by the Ministct02; • 
(I) commence with prospecting activities within 120 days after 
approval of the environmental management progmmmel03; 
(c) continuously and actively conduct prospecting operations in 
accordance with ~ prospecting work programmelD4; 
(d) comply with the terms and conditions of the prospecting right 
and the provisions of the Actio.;; 
( e) comply with the requirements of the approved environmental 
management plan106; 
(f) pay thc prcscribe(i:prospecting fees to the Statc107; 
(g) pay royalties in reSpect of minerclls removed and disposed of 
during prospecting108; 
(h) keep records of information and data in respect ofprospecting109; 
and 
(i) submit progress reports and data, in the prescribed manner 
regarding prospe~ting and at the prescribed interv-dls, to the 
Regional Manager.ttO 
Application for a mining right has to be lodged at the office of the 
Regional Manager, in. whose region the land is situated, in the 
prescribed manner with a non-refundable application fce. III On 
non-compliance, the applicant has to be notified in writing.tl2 On 
compliance with the requirements,113 the Regional Manager has to 
accept an application·.for a mining right,114 make the application 
known to interested parties for their commentsllS and instruct the 
applicant to conduct an' environmental impact assessment and submit 
an environmental programme.1lCi If the prescribed requirementsll7 are 
met, the Minister has to grant a min.ing right.11s A mining rjght is 
exercised subject to itS prescribed terms and conditions. llg A nUning 
right becomes effective on the date on which the environmental 
management programine is approved.120 A mining right is vaHd for 
the specified period, which may not exceed 30 years.12' Ifa mining 
117 The requirements arc the following: (a) the miner.d resource can be mined optimally in accordance with ilic 
mining work programme; (b) the applicant has accL'SS to financial resources and has the technical ability to conduct 
the proposed minjDg opemtion optimally; (e) tho financing plan is compatible with the intended mining operation and 
the duration thereof; (d) the mining will not result in irreparable pollution, ecological dL-gradation or damage to the 
environment; (e) the applicant has provided for the prescnbed·social plan; (f) the applicant has the ability to comply 
with the relevant provisions of the Mine Health and Safety Act 29 of 1996; (g) the applicant is not in contravention of 
any provision of the Bill; and (b) the gamting of such right will further the objectives to: (i) expand opportanitif..-S for 
historically disadvantaged persons to enter the mineral industrY and to benefit trom the nation's mincrdl resources and 
to promote employment; and (ii) adwnce the social and economic welfare of all South Africans: s 23(1) rcad with s 
2(d)(t). . 
118 Section 23(1). 
U9 Section 23(6). 
120 Section 23(S}. Approwl of an environmental management progmmme takes place in terms of section 39(4) of 
the Mineral and Petroleum Resources DevclopmcntAct. 
121 Section 23(6). 
right is refused on non-compliance with the requirements,l22 the 
Minister has to advise the applicant within 30 days in writing and 
provide reasons for the decision.l23 
A holder of a mining right has the exclusive right to apply for and 
be gnmtcd, on compliance with the requirements ofthc Act, a renewal 
of the mining right in respect of the mineral and ~ning area in 
question.124 On application at the office of the Regional Manager 
and on compliance with the presL.-ribed requirements,l25 the mining 
right may be renewed by the Minister for further periods, each of 
which may not exceed 30 years at a time. 126 
A holder of a mining right has a duty to: 
(a) lodge the right for registration at the Mining Titles Office within 
30 days after approval of the environmental programmel27 or 
gnmt of a renewal of a mining rightl28; 
(b) commence with mining operations within onc year after approval 
of the environmental programmel29; 
(c) actively conduct mining in accordance with the nrining work 
programmc130; . 
(d) comply with the terms and conditions of the mining right and 
the provisions of the Actlll; 
(e) comply with the requirements of the approved environmental 
management programme1lZ; 
(f) comply with the requirements of the prescribed social and labour 
plan133; 
(g) pay the State Roya1ties; 
(h) keep records of information and data in respect of the mining 
and processing of mineralsJ34; and 
(i) submit to the Director-Genenll: (i) prescribed monthly returns 
with accurate and correct information and data; (ii) an audited 
annual financial report or financial statements reflecting the 
ba.lance sheet and profit and loss account, and (iii) an annual 
report detailing the extent of the holder's compliance with the 
objectives to expand opportunities for hi storically disadvantaged 
persons and to promote employment and advance social and 
economic welfare of all South Africans. us 
A prospecting right or mining right or an interest in any such right is 
only transferable with the written consent of the Minister.136 The 
prohibition also applies to the transfer of a controlling interest in the 
holder of any such right or interest, except in the case of a change 
of the controlling interest in a listed company.ll7 The consent has 
to be gran.ted if the transferee is capable of complying with all 
122 Section 23(3). 
123 Section 23(4). 
124 Section 25(\). 
125 Ibe applicatio: 
be lodged in the presc 
manner with the presc 
non~refundable applic 
(s 24(1» and has to: 
(a) state the period fa: 
the renewal is require. 
accompanit=d by a rep 
reflecting. 1hc ex.tent a 
compliance with the 
requirements of the at: 
environmenmJ. manage 
programme; (e) the 
rehabilitation of tho 8i· 
compMcd and the csti 
~ost thereOf; and (d) it 
detailed mining work 
progt"dlDDle for the rtm 
period (8 24(2». The h 
must haw complied IN 
the terms and conditiol 
the mining right and m 
have contravcned any I 
provision of the Act; (1: 
mining wOTk prograron 
the requirements ofthc 
prescribed sodal and 1;: 
plan; and (d) the rcquir 
of the approved enviroI. 
management progmnm: 
24(3». 
126 Section 24(4). 
127 Section 25(2)(a)1 
with s 23(5). 
128 Section 25(2)(a)( 
rcad with s 24(3). 
129 Section 25(2)(b) 
with s 23(5). 
130 Section 2S(2)(c}. 
131 Section 2S(2)(d). 
132 Section 2S(2)(e). 
133 Section 25(2)(f). 
134 Section 28(1). 
135 S~tion 28(2) rcad with s 2(d) and (£). In terms of s 1 a ""historically disadvantaged person" means '(a) II 
person, catl...-gory ofpcrsons or community, disadvantag~ by unfair discrimination bdorc the Constitution took 
(b) any associa1.ion., a majority ofwhosc members arc peISOns cQnt~mplated in paragraph (a); (e) any juristie pe: 
oth~r than an association, in which persons contemplated in paragraph (a) own and control a majority of the isst 
capital or members' interest and are able to control a majority ofthc members' votes' .. 
136 Section 11(1). 
137 Section 11(1). 
138 Section 11(2). 
139 Section 11(3). 
140 Section 11(4). 
141 See section 27. 
142 Section 27(8)(~). 
143 Sl:Ction 27(8)(b). 
144 Section 9. . 
145 Sees3!. 
146 The requimnepts 
:ma.il that the holder of tilt: 
JrosIK-'Cting right has:' (a) 
JIOSPCcted on the land to 
Nhieh the applicatioli 
:elatl..-s; (b) completed the . 
?I"ospecting activities and a 
feasibility study; (c) . 
;:s1ablishcd. the existeDctl of 
! mineral reserve which 
bas miDing potential; (d) 
studied the market and 
found that the mining of 
the mint:ral in questign 
would be u.n.cconomical 
due to prevailing madtet 
cODditions; and (e) . 
complied. with the relevant 
provisions of the act: s 
32(1). 
the obligations of the transferor.!38 The consent is not required for 
encumbmnce by mortgage ~ond if the mortgagee is a bank or financial 
institution and undertakes in writing _that any sale in execution will 
be subject to Ministerial consent.139 Transfer has to be registered 
within 30 days at the Mining Titles Office.l40 
In the case of small-scale mining, provision is made for 
the application of a mining permit. 141 The period for which such pennit 
is valid may not exceed a ~riod of tWo years, is only once renewable 
for three periods, each of which may not exceed one year142 and is 
not transferable. 143 
Applications for a prospecting right, a mining right or a mining 
pennit received on the sanie day are treated as having becn received 
at the ~e time, but the Minister has to give preference to applications 
from historically disadvantal!ed nersons.144 
Retention permit 
The Act also makes provision for the application of a retention 
peqnit145 which may be granted on compliance with the requirements 
of the Actl46 for a specified perio~ which may not exceed three 
years.147 The Minister is empowered to refuse to issue the retention 
permit under certain circumstances.l48 For instance, the Minister's 
• 
view on whether the mineral can be profitably mined will determine 
the fate of the application for a retention permit. 148 On the issuing of 
a retention permit the terms and conditions of a prospecting right are 
suspended. ISO A holder of a retention permit may apply for renewal 
of this retention permit1S1 and has the eKclusive right to be granted 
mining rights in respect 9f the retention area.1S2 'This holder incurs 
statutory duties1S3 and the· retention permit is not transferable or may 
not be encumbered by a mortgage bond.1S4 
Cance/ltdion anti suspension of rights 
The Minister is empowered to suspend or cancel a prospccting right, 
mining right, mining permit or retention pcrmit155 under ~ertain 
147 Section 32(4), . 
148 It: on the infoIDlation supplied by the applicant and res~h conducted by Ihe Min~s and Mining 
Development Board {cstablished. in tenns of s 57). on the request ofthc Minister. it is ~fabJishcd that: (a) the 
mineral resources to,which the application related can bt: mined profitably; (b) the applicant has Dot completed the 
prospecting activities and fewbility study; or (e) the issuing of 8: n .. tentioD permit: (i) will result in an exclusionary 
act; (iO prevent filir competition; or (iii) resulL in the concentration of mineral resources in thu hands of the 
applicant (s 33). 
149 Ibid. 
150 Section 32(2): 
151 Section 34. : 
1:52 Section 35(1)~ 
153 In tclDlS of s 35(2) effect has to be given to the environmental management plan, retention ices have to be 
paid and prescribed six monthly progress reporls have 10 be subDrltted ("0 the Regioaal Director. 
154 Section 36. 
155 Section 47(1). 
circumstances, lSG provided the presL'Iibcd procedures are followed IS7 
On recommendation of the Minerals and Mining Development Board, 
the Minister may also suspend or cancel a mining right if the holder 
fails to take corrective measures to ensure that optimal mining of 
mineral resources does take place.lSS 
Environmental management programme 
Every applicant for a prospecting right, mining right or mining permit 
has to lodge an environmen~1 management plan for approval by the 
Minister before prospecting or mining may be commenced.1S9 An 
applicant for a mining right has to conduct an environmental impact 
assessment and submit an environmental management programme. 160 
,The discussion of the extensi:ve environmental provisions161 falls 
beyond the scope of this article. 
Tr:ansitional provisions towards the new order 
A distinction can be drawn between pending applications on 
commencement of the Act and so-caIied 'old order rights'. 
Pc.'lJding appiicatiOils 
Any applications submitt~d in terms' of the Minerals Act, 162 which 
are pending on commencement of the Act, will still be treated in 
terms of the Miner-dis Act. 
'Old order rights' 
The folloWing 'old order rightS' arc recognised in Schedule II to the 
Act1G3: 
(a) 'unused old order right', 164 for example a mineral right; 
~ 56 These requirements 
the following, namely, iftl 
holder: (a) Is conducting ill 
prospecting ot mining 
operation in contravention 
the Act; (b) breaches any 
material term or condition 
such right or permit; (c) is 
contmvcning the approved 
environmental managcmeI 
programme; (d) has submi' 
inaccurate, incorrect or 
misleading information in 
connection with any matte: 
required to be'submitted w 
the Act (s 47(1)). 
157 See ss47(2)-(5). 
158 See s 51. 
159 S~ s 39(2). 
160 Section 39(1). 
161 Sections 37-46. For 
discussion of the 
environmental provisions 
conwncd in the fir~ Bill, ~ 
Badenhorst and Du Toit, '1 
Miw..'Ia1 Development Dra:l 
Bill, 2000 and the 
Environnu.:nt' [2002] Sten : 
22. For a discussion oftbe 
environmental pro'YiSOIllS 01 
the Act, see Badcohorst ani 
Stein 'The Mineral and 
Petroleum Resources Act a 
the Enviromncrit' to be 
published in 2004 Obiter v 
2. 
162 lior instance: (a) prospecting PL'I1IIits. mining authorisations. consents to prospect or mine. p..'l1J1issions to 
remove and dispose ofmincrals (item 3(1» of schedule n of the Transitional measures); or (b) an environmental 
management programme (item 3(3». If the above application in (a) docs not meet the requirements ofthc Mineral 
and Petroleum Development Act, the Regional Manager has to direct the applicant to submit the ou~g 
prcscnbed information (item 3(2». If the application for all environmental management programme docs not meet 
the ruquircments of the Minerals and PI".1roleum Devt:lopment Act, the Regional Manager has to direct the appliC3J 
to subrnit the OUb.1anding prcscribt:d information (item 3(4». . 
163 Item. I (iv). The so-called 'old ordcrrights in respect ofpetroluum' wil1, however, not be discussed in this 
article. 
164 An 'unused old ordtlr right' means 'any right, entitlement, permit or licence listed in Table 3 to this Schedul 
respect of which no prospLX:ting or mining was being conducted immediately before this Act took effect' (item l(D 
The following categories are listed in Table 3: 'Category 1: A mineral right under the common law for which no a 
prospecting permit or mining anthorisation was issued in terms of the Minerals Act; Category 2: A mineIal right 
under the common law for wbich a prospecting pennit or mining authorisation was issued in terms of.the Minerals 
Act; CaIx..ogory 3~ A consent to prospect iu terms Qf~on 6(1)(b) or 6(3) ofthc Mincm1s Act. and the cammon la'W 
mineral right attached thereto in respect of which a prospecting permit was issued in tenns of sCction 6(1) oftlu: Sf 
Act; Catcgory4: A consent to prOspel..1: in terms OfSectiOD 6(IXb) or 6(3) of the Minerals Act and the common law 
min.cral right attached thereto in respect of which no prospecting permit "'''as issued in terms of section 6(1) of the 
said Act; Category 5: A prospecting lease. prospecting pamit, pro!t-pcct.ing licence or prospecting pcunission refen 
Continuetl over. 
to in section 44 of the 
Minerals Act and the. common 
law mineral right al~cht:d 
thtrrcto in ~pect of which a 
prospecting pennit \\'as issued 
in teml.s ofscction 6(1) of the 
MinmUs Act; CategOIY 6: A 
prospectiug lease, prospecting 
permit., prospecting ~ccncc or 
prospecting pcrmiss~on 
referred to in section 44 ofthc 
Minemls Act and the CO.lpDlon 
law mineral right attached 
thereto in respect of-which no 
prospcoti.ng permit was issued 
in terms of section 6(1) Dfthe 
MineralsAc1; Cat4;gory 7: A 
consent to mine issued or 
granted in terms of St)C1ion 
9(1)(b) or 9(2) and the 
common law mineral right 
attached tlu.-reto in ~espect of 
which a mining authorisation 
issued in terms of section 9(1) 
of the Minerals Act; CatcgOI)' 
8: A cons"Dt to miq.e granted 
in terms of section 9(1)(b) or 
9(2) and the common law 
mineral right attaclied thereto 
(b) 'old order prospecting right', 16S for example a prospecting permit 
coupled with the underlying mineraI right; and 
(c) 'old order mining right',l66 for example a mining authorisation 
coupled with the underlying mineral right. 
A distinction is drawn between an 'unused old order right' on the 
one hand, and an 'old o~der prospecting right' and an 'old order 
mining right' on the other hand, on the basis of whether 'prospccting 
or mining was conducted 'immediately before the Act took effect' . If 
no prospecting or mining took place the right, entitlement, permit or 
licence will qualify as an ·'wlUsed old order right' . On the other han~ 
if prospecting was 'being conducted immediately before the 
commencement of the Act, the prospecting lease, pennission, consent, 
permit or licence and the rights attached thereto will qualify as an 
'old order prospecting.right'. If mining oper"cltions were being 
conducted immediately before the commencement of the Act, the 
mining lease, consent to mine, permission to mine, claim licence or 
mining authorisation w~uld qualify as an '~ld order mining right'. 
This distinction is important, because the active prospector or active 
miner would receive preference to and exclude thc holder of'unused' 
mineral rights insofar as -transitional rights are concerned. One of the 
objectives of the trd.D.sitional measures is indeed to 'ensure that 
security of tenure is protected in respect of prospecting, exploration, 
in respect ofwhicli DO mining authorisation was issued in terms' of section 9(1) of the Minerals Act; Category 9: A 
consent to mine isSued or granted in tL"lDlS of section 9(1)(a) or .9(2) of the Minerals Act and the COlIl1Ilon law mineral 
right atcached t:heIUfo without a miniDg authorisation issued in terms of section 9(1) of the MineI".ds Act; Catl....-gory 10: 
A right ta dig or mine refcrred to in section 47 of the Minerals Act and the common Jaw mineral right attached thereto 
together with a mining authorisation obtamcd in connection herewith by virtue of sc('1ion 47(1 lee) of the Minemls Act 
and in tmns of se!;tion 9(1) ofMim .. ral.s Act; Category 11: Any pcnnission to prospcct or mine in terms of section 
16(1) of the Bophutbatswana Land Control Act ... 39 of 1979, section 16(1) of the Venda Laud Control Act ... 6 of 
1986, section 15 of the Lebowa Minerals Trust Act .'. 9 ofl987, :tl.'Clio1151(1) oftbc Rural ArcasAct (Hou!re of 
Representatives ••• 9 ofl987, or section 6 of the Transfonuation of Certain RmalAreas Act ... 94 of 1998, and the 
common Jaw mineral right attached thereto and a prospecting permit or mining pt:rmit i:osuoo in terms of the Minerals 
Act.' (Categories 8 and 9 seem to be an cmmeous repetitioo.) 
165 An 'old order prospecting right' means ~any prospecting lease, p~:nnission, consent, pennit or liccmce. and the 
rights attached 1:hercto,listed in Table 1 to this Schedule in force immediately before the date on which !be Act took 
effect and in lespf?Ct of which prospecting is being conducted" (item l(iii)). The following C3mgorU..-S arc listed in 
Table 1: "CatcgOI)' 1: The common law mineral rights together y"ith a prospecting pcnnit obtained in connCl.1ion 
then.-with in terms of section 6(1) of the Minel"o:lls Act; Category 2: A consent to prospcct in 1cnns of scclion 6(1)(b) or 
6(3) oftb.e Mine~s Act, the common law mineral right attached then.'tO, together with a pro::,-pecting permit obtainl:d 
in connection therewith in terms ofscction 6(1) of the Mincral.sAct; Category 3: A prospecting lease, proSlpecti.ng 
permit. prospt..-cm:.g liCl.'I1ce or prospecting pelUlission referred to in section 44 of the Minerals Act, the common law 
miru..sraI. right attaphed thereto and a prospecting permit obtained in accordance with section 6(1) of the Minerals Act; 
Cau.."gOIY 4: Any permission to prospect in terms of section 1~( J) of the Bophuthatswolna Land Control Act ... 39 of 
1979, section 16(1) of the Venda Land Control Act ... 6 of 1986, section 15 of the Lcbowa Minerals Trust Act ... 9 of 
1987, section 51(1) of the RuralAwas Act (House ofRcprcsen.tativcs) ..• 9 of 1987, or section 60flbe 
Transfonnation ofCcrtain Rwal Areas Act •.• 94 of 1998, and the commOn law mineral right attached therl .. '1.o 
together with a piospccting permit obtained in connection therewith in tenns of the 6(1) of the Minenlls Act.; 
Category S: A tem.porary pennit aulhorising the continuation of the prospct.1:ing operation on the land comprising the 
subject ofa prospecting permit which had been authorised ~er such pro::'"pcc\.ing permit. as provided for in section 
10 of the Minerals Act.' 
166 An 'old order mining right' means "any mining lease, consent to mine, permission to mine, claim. licence, 
mining authorisation or right listed in Tablo 2 to this Schedule in fore .... immediately before the date on which tho Act 
took effect and in respect of which mining operations arc being conducted' (item l(ii». The following C'1ltc<60ries are 
listed in Table 2; 'Categmy 1: The common law mineral rights together with a mining a.u1horisation obtained in 
connection ~jth in terms of Section 9(1) ofthl.l Minura.1§ Act; Category 2: A consent to mine gmnted in terms of 
mining and production operations which are being WIdcrtaken' .167 
The grouping of the mineral rights, prospet..-ting rights, mining rights, 
statutory rights and statutory permission to exercise them is important 
because they become one right. for the purposes of conversion into a 
new right or termination. 
< Unused old order right' 
On commencement of the Act, an existing 'unused old order right' 
remains valid for one year, subject to its terms and conditions.168 
This is the only security of tenure offered to a holder of a mineral 
right to land in respect of which no prospecting or mining was being 
conducted immediately before the commencement of the Act. The 
transitional measure also pmports to give the holder of 'an old order 
right' an opportunity to comply with the Act 169 Accor~ngly, the 
holder of an 'unused old order right' is granted the exclusive right 
to apply for a prospecting right. or a mining right, as the case may be, 
in terms oftbe Act, within the onc-year period. 170 During lodgement 
of such an application, the 'unused old order right' remains valid 
WItil such time as the application for a prospecting right or mineral 
right, as the case may be, is· granted and dealt with in tenns of 
the Act, or is refused.171 In the absence of an application, an 'unused 
old order right' will cease to exist on the expiry of the· one-year 
period. In 
'Old order prospecting right' 
On commencement of the Act, an existing 'old order prospecting 
right' remains valid for two years, subject t9 its ~erm.s and 
conditions.H3 A holder of an 'old order prospecting right' has to lodge 
the prospecting right for conversion (within the two-year period) at 
the office of the Regional Manager in whose region the land in 
scction 9(1)(b) or 9(2) ofthc Minerals Act and the common law mineral rights attached thereto togctht:r with a 
mining authorisation issued in connection then:with in terms of section·g(l) ofthc Mim:ra1s Act; Category 3: A 
~~ ..
or mine or a claim licence referred to in section 47 of the Minl.mlls Act and the common law mincrdl rights a1.l:;: 
thereto together 'Willi a mining authorisation obtained in connection therewith under section 47(1)(e) in terms 0 
section 9(1) ofthc Minerals Act; Category 4: A right to dig or ~ mine referred to in section 47(5) of the Miner. 
and the common law mineral rights attached there~ together with a mining authorisation obtained in connccti( 
1h:,crewi.tb in terms 
ofscetion 9(1) ofthc Minerals Act; Category 5= Any permission to mine in terms ofscetion 16(1) of the 
Bophuthatswana Land Control Act .... 39 of 1979, section 16(1) of the Venda Land Con1rolAct .•• 6 of 1986. St 
15 of the Lebov.'a Minl.'I'31s Trust Act ... 9 ofl987, section 51(1) of1he Rural Areas Act (House of RcprcSl.'Iltat 
... 9 of 1987, or section 6 of the Transformation of Certain Rural Areas Act ••• 94 of 1998, and tb~ common Ial 
mineral right attached thereto and a IIiining aulhori.o;ation in terms of1he Minerals Act; Category 6: A temporal 
authorisation or permit au1horising the continuation of a mining operation on the land comprising the subject 0 
mining authorisation or pt:rmit, as provided for in section 10 oftbe Minerals Act' 
167 Item 2(a). 
1681tcm 8(1). 
169 Item 2{b). 
170 Item 8(2). 
171 Item 8(3). 
172 Item 8(4). 
173 Item 6(1). 
174 I1l:m 6(2) .. The 
following has to be submitted 
together with the application.: 
(a) the prescribed particulars 
of the holder; (b) a sketch plan 
or diagram depiC;ting the 
miDing area for which the 
conversion is required; the 
area may not be ,larger than 
the area for which he or she 
holds the old order 
question is situated. 174 : The Minister has to convert the 'old order 
prospecting right' into" a new prospecting right if the holder of the 
'old order prospecting right' has complied with the requirements of 
theAcl17S Terms and CQnditions applicable to the 'old order prospect-
ing right' are void if they are in conflict with any of the provisions of 
'the Constitution' or the Act.176 Within 90 days of conversion of the 
prospecting right, the polder has to lodge the converted prospecting 
right for deregistl'a:tion of the 'old order prospecting right' at the 
Deeds Office or the Mining Titles Office.177 Simultaneously with 
deregistration, the new prospecting right has to be registered at the 
Mining Titles Office.1?B If a mortgage bond has been re!,ristered1;!) 
over the 'old order prospecting right', the converted prospecting right 
has to be registered at the Mining Titles Office subject to such 
mortgage bond ISO The Registrar has to make such endorsements on 
ev~ry relevant docUlll:cnt and such entries in his or her registers as 
may be necessary, without payment of tnmsfer duty, stamp duty, 
registration fees or charges. un On conyers ion of the '01d order 
prospecting right' and:the registration of the converted prospecting 
right, the 'old order prospecting rightH82 is terminated. 183 If the holder 
fails to lodge the 'old order prospecting right' for conversion before 
the expiry of the two-year interim period, the 'old order prospecting 
right' will also be terminated. 1M 
'Old order mining right' 
On commencement of the Act, an 'old order mining right' remains 
valid for five years, subject to its terms and conditions.l85 A holder of 
an 'old order mining right' has to lodge the mining right for conversion 
within the five-year period at the office oftbe Regional Manager in 
prospecting right; (c) the name of the mineral or group ofminemls for which he or she holds the old order prospecting 
right; (d) an affidavit vc..-iifying that the holder conducted prospecting operations on I.b~ land to which the conversion 
n;lau.'S immediately before the Bill took effcct and setting out the periods during whieh such prospectillg operations 
had been conducted; (e) a statement setting out the period for which the prospecting right is required, substantiated by 
a prospecting : 
work programme; (1) infonnation as to whether or not the 01'0 order prospccting right is encumbered by any Dlortg"dgC 
bond or other right registered at the Deeds Office or Mining Ti~ Office; (g) a statement setting out Lhc terms and 
conditions ",hiep. apply to the old order prospecting right; (It) the original title dct:d j~" respect ofilie land to which thc 
old order prospecting right relates, or a certified copy thereof, and (i) the original old order right or a certified copy 
and all prospeci:ing information and the results tbc..'I'eOf; and m all prospecting iafoanation and the results thereof 
(item 6(2». 
175 Namely fhe holder of an 'old order prospecting right': (a) has complied with the requirements of item 6(2), 
listed in the pre.'vious footnote; (b) has conducmd prospecting operations in respect of the right in question; (e) 
indicates that he or she intends to continue to conduct such prospecting opemtions on the conversion of such right; (d) 
has an approved EMF; and (e) has paid the prescribed coDv"uion fet; (itc.."'m 6(3). 
176 Item 6(4). 
177 ItI.."lll 6(5). 
178 Item 6(S). 
179 In tenns" of citht:r the Deeds Registries Act or the Mining Titles Registration Act 
180 Item 6(6). 
181 Item 6(6). 
182 As to what is encompassed by an '01" prospecting right', see n 165 above. 
183 Item 6(7). 
184 Item 6(8). 
185 Item 7(l). 
whose region the land in question is situatcd.l86 The Minister has 
to convert the '01d order mining righf into a new mining right if 
the holder of the 'old order mining right' has complied with the 
requirements of the Act.l87 Terms and conditions applicable to the 
'older order mining right' are void if they arc in conflict with any of 
the provisions of the 'Constitution' or the Act. 1118 Within 90 days of 
conversion of the mining right, the holder has to lodge the converted 
mining right for deregistration of the 'old order mining right' 
at the Deeds Office or the Mining Titles Office.189 Sit11ultaneously 
Viith derebristration, the new mining right has to be registered at 
the Mining Titles Oftice.19a If a mortgage bond has :b~en regis-
tcred191 over the 'old order mining right', the converted mining right 
has to be registered at the Mining Titles Office subject to such 
mortgage bond 192 The Registrar has to make such endorsements on 
every relcvant document and such entries in his or her registers as 
may be necessary, without payment of transfer duty, stamp duty, 
registration fees or charges. 193 On conversion of the 'old order mining 
right' and the registrd.tion of the converted mining right, the 'old 
order mining right'l94 is terminated.19s If the holder fails to lodge 
the 'old order mining right' for convcrsion 'before the expiry of 
the five-year interim period, the 'old order mining right' will also 
be terminated. 1% 
!mpact on the notion of mineral rights 
The underlying common law mineral rights win be tenninated on: 
(a) expiry of the one .. year transitional period if the holder of an 
'unused old order right' did not apply for a new prospecting 
right or mining right; 
(b) refusal or granting by the Minister of a new prospecting right or 
mining right to the holder of an 'unused older order right'; 
186 Item 7(2). The 
following haw to b~ 
submitted togtlther wi 
application: (a) the pro 
particulars of the hold 
skctch plan or diagraIl 
depicting the prosptl(..1 
for which the convcrsi 
required; the area IDa) 
18rg(.-T than the area fo 
he or sh~ holds the ol( 
mining right; (c) the n 
the mineral or group c 
mim:rals for which he 
holds the old order mi 
right; (d) an affidavit· 
that the hOlder conduc 
mining operations on ' 
to which th~ convcn;i( 
relatt:S immOOiawly b& 
Bill took effect and sc 
the periods during wh' 
mining operations haC 
conducted; (e) a starel 
s~-tting out the period 
which the mining righ 
n:quired sub~1antiated 
mining work programme; (f) a prescribed social and labour plan; (g) infonnation as to whether or not the old 
mining right is encumbered by any mortgage bond or other right registered at the Deeds Office or Mining Titl 
Office; (h) a statement setting out the tenus and conditions which apply to the old order ~g right; (i) the I 
title deed in n .. 'Spe~1: of the land to which the old order mining right relates, or a certified copy thL.'rcof; (j) the 
old order right, the approvoo. EMP or certified copies thereof; and (k) an undertaking that, and the manner in ' 
the holder will give effect to the objl.'Ct.lvc to expand opportunitil..'S for historically disadvantaged persons to eI 
minor-cd industry and to benefit from mint:ral exploitation and to promote employment and advance social ane 
economic welfare of all South Africans (item 7(2) read with s 2(d) and (f) of the Act). 
187 Item 7(3). Namely, if the holder of the 'old order mining right': (a) bas complied with the requirement: 
in hem 6(2) in the previous footnote; (b) bas conducted mining operations in respect of the right in question; I 
indh .. "8tcs that he or sh~ intenchi to continue to conduct such mining Opt=rcltions OD the conversion of such right, 
an approved environmental managemt:nt programme; and (e) has paid the prescribed conversion fee (item. 7(3 
188 Item 7(4). 
189 Itl.."IIl 7(5). 
190 Item 7(5). 
191 In terms of either the Deeds Registries ALi or the Mining Titles Registration Act 
192 Item. 7(6). 
193 Item 7(6). 
194As to what is encompassed by an 'old ordl:.'r mining right', sec n 166 above. 
195 Item 7(7). 
196 Item 7(8). 
197 Section.5(1). 
198 A prosppcting right (s 
19(2)(a» or ~ ~g right (5 
25(2)(a» or a c;onvcrsion of a 
proa-pecting right (item 6(5» 
or a ~g right (item 7(5» 
has to be regisJ:crod at the 
Mining Titles 9f6ce. 
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464-477, 765, :168-779 and 
785. As to th~ constitutionality 
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Mostert 'IUlv:isiting the 
Transitional Ammgemcnts of 
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Resources Dcyelopment Act 
28 of2002 anc;l the Property 
Constitutional. Property 
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parts [2002] Stell L Rev 22. 
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Memorlll'ldum, Introduction. 
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202 St:e 'loipact on the 
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206 See item 2. 
207 See section 55. 
208 Namely, '(a) prove the 
extent and nature of actual 
loss and damage suffcn:d by 
him. or her; (b) indicate 1he 
current use of the property; (c) 
submit proof of ownership of 
sucb property; (d) give the 
history of acquisition of the 
property in quostion and price 
paid for it; (e) dt:tail the nature 
of such property; (1) prove the 
market value of the property 
and the manner in which such 
value was determined; and 
(indicate) (g) ·the extent of any 
State assistance and benefits 
received m. n:$pect of such 
property' (Item 12(2». 
(c) expiry of the two-year transitional period if the holder of an 'old 
order prospectIDg right' did not apply for conversion to a new 
prospecting right; 
(d) expiry of the five-year trdllSitional period if the holder of an 'old 
order mining right' did not apply for conversion to a new mining 
right; or 
( e) granting or refusal by the Minister of an application ,for the 
conversion of an 'old order prospecting right' or an 'old order 
mining right' into a new prospecting right or a new mining right, 
respectively. 
This will lead to the 'eventual exodus of the notion of mineral rights 
from South Afri~an :minera11aw. 
Even ff new prospecting or mining rights are acquired, a mineral 
right registrable at :the Deeds Office which exists in perpetuity ~s 
exchanged for a prospecting right, linked to a mining right (on 
compliance with the provisions of the Act) or a mining right which 
depend for their continued existence on comp1iance with the 
provisions ofthe Act and the discretion ofthe Minister. It is conceded 
that the new prospecting right and mining right havc been elevated 
to limited real rights,l97 registrable at the Mining Titles Office. lg8 Even 
though such rights are morc secure than envisaged before, continued 
existence thereof is linked to time units and compliance with the 
provisions of the Act. 
Constitutional compensation 
WeI99 and other critics200 of the first Bill201 argued that the.Bill was 
seriously flawed 'and quite possibly lIDconstitutional, inter alia, 
because of the expropriation without compensation of 'old order 
rights' and their conversion to inferior and insecure rights (namely, 
non-regi~1rable limi~ed rights grcmted by the Minister and subject to 
the control ofthe ~ster). As seen before,202 prospccting rights and 
mining rights in terms of the Act have been elevated to registrable 
limited real rights. As indicated, 203 mineral rights win be lost and 
only on the granting of new prospecting rights or mining rights will 
be exchanged for limited real rights dependent for their existence on 
compliance with the provisions of the Act. 
Conceding that some form of expropriation without compensation 
will take place on implementation of the transitional measure, the 
legislature madC provision for a claim. of compensation.204 Such a 
claim has to be lodged with the Director-Gencrdl of the Department 
of Minerals and ~nergy within five years from the date of 
commencement of the Act.2os Payment of compensation is, however, 
not stated as ~ objective of the transitional measures.206 This 
compensation has to be seen separately from the general power of 
.... 
the Minister to expropriate property for the purpose of prospecting 
or mining.207 If the above losses can be construed as 'expropriation 
of property' , the claimant will have to take certain steps208 in or~er to 
be successful with a claim for compcnsation. 
The amount of compensation and the time and manner of payment 
have to be agreed on by those affecte~ andlor decided or approved 
by a court.209 Such compensation has to be just and equitable, 
reflecting an equitable balance between the public interest and the 
interest of those affected.21o In detennining.such 'just and equitable 
compensation' it is provided that all relevant factors2] I must be taken 
into account. 212 
Space does not permit a discussion of the provision for 
compensation, the property clause and general limitation clause of 
the Constilution.213 Vt'hat is more important is an acknowledgment 
that mineral rights, prospecting right and mining rights are 'property' 
for the purposes of the property clause214 and that compensation is 
payable on 'expropriation' of such rights. 
Conclusion 
For more than a century, the notion of mineral rights as separate 
limited real rights was recognised in South African law. The practicc 
of registering sepamte minera] rights existed in 19th-c.entury deeds 
registration. The concept of a minend right was developed and refined 
by the courts as part of property law by drawing an analogy with the 
conccpt of a servitude. The notion of a servitude has existed since 
Roman times. The notion of a mineral right also made the granting 
of lesser rights, such as prospecting rights (in tenns of a prospecting 
contact) and mining rights (in tenns ora mineral lease) possible. 
The notion ofscparate minenLl rights (and prospecting and mining 
rights) provided the legal foundation for the development of onc of 
the most successful mining industries in the world. It provided security 
of tenure, security for inve~1ors in mining companies and real security 
for lYcmk.s. Whether the Act will accomplish the same remains to be 
seen. 
The Act will lead to an exodus of the notion of mineral rights, a 
trustworthy legal vehicle, and replace it with prospecting rights and 
mining rights, which, albeit real in nature, are less secure dependence 
on compliance with provisions of the Act and the exercise of a 
discretion by the Minister. During the interim period an enormous 
amount of registrations will have to take place in the (reyived) Mining 
Titles Office. Mineral law will be removed from the safe realm of 
property law and will have to be resolved in the arena of administrative 
law2ls; with an endless litigation ~ainst the State being foreseen. 
212 Section 25(3) of the Constitution read with Item 12(3). 
213 See further Badenhorst and Masten supra [2004j Stell L Rev 22. 
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214 Sec, however, Lebtlwa Mineral Tru,ri/ Beneficiaries Forum v The President o/the RSA 2002 (1) BCLR 2. 
28G-H 31D-E where it was incorrectly cWcidcd that 'mineral rights·.~ not 'property' for purposes of the 
Constitution. For a criticism oft.hc decision. sec Badenhorst and VrdDckcn. 'Do Mineral Rights Constitute 
"'Constitutional Property''? - Lebowa MUJoai Trust Benc.1iciaries Fo1'lDn v The President of the RSA' [200]] OJ 
496. 
215 See further section 6 . 
